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DVD (englisch), Stéphane Jardonnet Productions, 2004, Laufzeit: ca. 85 Minuten

Inhalt:
The French magician David Stone is back... with a progressive lesson in Coin Magic and 9 brand new routines, including one
of the wildest Â« Flurry Â» routine ever made and 25 moves and sleights you can do anywhere, in any stand-up conditions.

No expense has been spared : professionally produced and filmed, multiple camera angles, high-quality picture and
professional dubbing. More than 85 minutes of professional magic you can use and perform in front of anybody, anywhere.

Presentation has not been put aside either : Each routines has its own patter and presentation. David Stone has kept no
move, tip or subtlety for himself.

 

Produktinformation

15,80EUR
inkl. 19% USt. zzgl. Versand

Nur noch ein Exemplar vorhanden!

https://www.sic-verlag.de/manufacturer/stone-david.html
https://www.sic-verlag.de/cms/lieferung-und-zahlung.html


As in Vol. 1, Stéphane Jardonnet has captured the best camera shot to help you learn the proper way to use each technique.
An invaluable tool for learning coin Magic. Compulsory for the amateur, necessary for the professional, and valuable to any
magician ready and willing to explore the world of Coin Magic.

Special features include :

* Interactive menus
* Outtakes
* Choice of French / English language
* Bonus footage interview
* Trailers
* Multi-Region encoding

Enter the world of Coin Magic with this progressive and pedagogic course! David Stone is a young French magician. His two
videos on Coin Magic have seduced some of the greatest magicians and are best- sellers in France... All the routines are for
professional and STAND UP conditions. Originality and imagination are present in each and every effect. Whether you are an
amateur or professional, you won't regret this journey into the amazing world of Coin Magic...
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